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China has been at war for years with the deluded US
deploying diplomacy

Except for President Trump, nobody noticed that the Chinese art of war is to subdue the USA
without fighting (General Sun Tzu). According to their set of values, China is in a real military battle
with the USA for many years. In its pursuit of world domination, China is right on track, silently
breaking the economic, thus military strength of the USA without putting up a fight.

Trade war against unfair practices and biowarfare
In February 2018, President Trump began setting tariffs and other trade barriers on China to force it
to make changes to "unfair trade practices." Countering the Chinese strategy with a commercial
trade war. To further subdue the USA, China chose for biowarfare. The invisible coronavirus
established "presence and fear" by killing at random. The impact is life-changing, economically
devastation.

Crisis
After the public-health shock, a protracted financial crisis leaves many people behind, trust in
government and institutions crumbles, and national identities fracture more. The economic system
and supply chain is stressed by hampering consumption. Many hidden reasons for protests and civil
unrest are revealed— forcing the government to focus on the local crisis and paying no attention to
china's military preparations.
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China's scope and military deployment
In the past decade, China aligned its military scope with its Silk Route Belt and Road Initiative. But
today they pay Erik Prince to provide security for supply chains in Africa and to train PLA soldiers in
the art of being a private military contractor. That way, the actual Red Army didn't have to go into
remote areas, to protect the billions worth of strategic investments. A yet unsuspected reason for
bringing tens of thousands experienced special operation troops to sovereign nations around the
globe.

While the U.S. is misguided and still deploying diplomacy, China is at war
and ready to (blitz) target U.S. military and diplomatic posts, ex-pats,
friendlies, and assets in Africa and Asia.

Foreign military presence, PMC's, terrorism proxies and war
Even though the million-dollar funding for humanitarian, peace, counter-terrorism, and training
missions justified on the front page, the leading assessment is that international military presence,
PMC's, and terrorism proxies are part of regional economic battles for minerals. A presumption by
economists that people fight wars over scarce resources.

War is built on emotion - Primarily fought for ugly personal reasons of
leaders - Facts are white noise
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FIX THIS
The enemy appears driven and motivated by something other than ideology or funding. Every one of
these events (could have) occurred as a result of a failure of imagination. The job is not to predict
tomorrow based on yesterday. That's what academics do. The task is to prevent the end of
tomorrow by using your brains and your imagination. If you don't identify and find the threat before
it's too late, you might be held responsible for the single largest intelligence fumble since a flight
instruction school in Florida failed to grasp the significance of a 19-year-old Al-Qaeda terrorist saying
he didn't need to learn how to land.

---Ultrascan-HUMINT-services will continue to monitor 24/7 - threats, plans, operations, and strategy
changes.
---Ultrascan-research.com
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